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Question 1.
Your Name:

You must provide an answer to this question.

Professor Graham Upton

Question 2.
Your organisation (if applicable):



Headington Hill Umbrella Group

Question 3.
Your Address:

You must provide an answer to this question.

,

Pullen's Lane

Oxford, OX3 0BX

Question 4.
Your email address:

You must provide an answer to this question.

Question 5.
Do you wish to be notified when the Oxford Local Plan 2036 is adopted by the
Council?

You must provide an answer to this question.

Yes

No



Question 6.
DATA PROTECTION:

Please note that your response will be made available for inspection by the public in
paper form at the Council’s offices, or other locations as appropriate for the purpose
of facilitating public access.

Your personal details will be properly safeguarded and processed in accordance with
the requirements of the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) 2018. Your
information will be used for The Oxford Local Plan 2036 Main Modifications
Consultation only, and we will only store your data until the Oxford Local Plan 2036 is
adopted. Information you give in this form will be shared with the Independent
Examiners.

Please note: Anonymous representations may not be accepted.

Select at least 1 option.

Question 7.
To which Modification(s) or part(s) of the Sustainability Appraisal does this
response relate?

You must provide an answer to this question.

MM 110_sp54; No. 1 PULLEN'S LANE

Select this box if you are happy for us to state your name and the first line of

your address and postcode when publishing your response(s).

Select this box if you would rather all personal details except your name and a

non-specific address (e.g. Oxford) to be obscured.



Question 8.
Do you Support or Object the proposed modification(s)?

You must provide an answer to this question.

Question 9.
If you object, please state why:

The Examination Inspectors are required to consider whether the Local Plans have
been properly prepared against tests set out in the Government’s National Planning
Policy Framework (paragraph 182). Please tick any which apply:

Question 10.
Reason for SUPPORT or OBJECTION:

Please give details to explain why you support or object to the wording of the
Modification(s) or part(s) of the Sustainability Appraisal of the Main Modifications.

You must provide an answer to this question.

Support

Object

Not positively prepared - i.e. the strategy will not meet development needs

Not justified - i.e. there is no evidence to justify the modification

Not effective - i.e. it won't work

Not consistent with national policy - i.e. does not comply with the law



The Headington Hill Umbrella Group (HHUG) objects to the Proposed Main

Modification MM 110 Policy SP54: No, 1 Pullen's Lane.

HHUG has been formed at the initiative of residents of Harberton Mead, Pullen's

Field, Pullen's Lane, Jack Straw’s Lane South, Rolfe Place, Holmes Park and

Feilden Grove, all of which, along with the application site, are located within the

Headington Hill Conservation Area. HHUG has 45 members/contributors and has

the full support of the Harberton Mead. Pullen's Lane, Jack Straw’s Lane and

Feilden Grove Residents’ Associations.

This submission is intended to complement/supplement the representations made

by the individual residents' associations and by those living in close proximity to the

site.

Main Modification MM 110 includes on page 167 the insertion of the statement that:

“The minimum number of homes to be delivered is 11.”

HHUG understands that the Local Plan lnspectors have requested that the City

Council inserts into all the relevant Site Allocation policies a minimum number of

homes to be delivered so that there is evidence in the Plan how the minimum

housing target in Policy H1 of 10,884 homes will be achieved.

The City Council has provided no explanation of how it has reached a minimum

number of 11 homes for No. 1 Pullen's Lane.

HHUG is aware that the housing trajectory number of this site in documents

presented to the Examination, most recently 0008 (Oxford City Council response to



lnspectors' questions ICAB Housing Delivery December 2019) indicates that the

site has a potential capacity of 11 units. Nevertheless, HHUG objects to what

appears to be a simple assumption that the general working assessment of

‘capacity' can be used to set the policy restriction of the ‘minimum' number of

homes to be delivered. To arrive at a minimum number there should be a thorough

consideration all the constraints that are relevant to a site such as No. 1 Pullen's

Lane and a careful assessment of the limitations such constraints may impose to

arrive at a justified minimum number.

There are a range of constraints that should have been be taken into consideration

in assessing an acceptable level of minimum development at No. 1 Pullen's Lane.

These include (in no priority order):

1. A covenant that prevents development coming within 50 feet of the north

boundary.

2. The impact on heritage, by reference to the Headington Conservation Area and

its Conservation Area Appraisal.

3.The impact on important views and the green backdrop to the dreaming spires,

given that the site stands at a prominent and exposed location.

4.Landscape and Tree constraints through an arboricultural and landscape

assessment.

5. Ecological constraints through habitats and ecological surveys (including about

badgers).

6. The nature of Pullen's Lane itself and limitations on its capacity to accommodate

vehicular traffic.

HHUG is firmly of the view that the appropriate minimum number for SP54: No. 1



Pullen's Lane is 3.

This is the number of houses proposed in a current application 19/03223/FUL. This

application flows from an analysis of the site’s constraints and pre-application

discussions. It takes account that the site has previously been considered for more

intensive forms of development than now proposed and these were considered to

be out of character. It considers that 3 houses reflect the pattern of development on

Pullen's Lane and, given the sensitivities of the area, is an appropriate scale of

development. More importantly the applicant for that development has expressed

the view, in the Planning Statement, that additional housing may be theoretically

possible, but it would be at odds with the character of the street scene and

Conservation Area.

Question 11.
Summary of Representation:

If your reason for support or objection is longer than 100 words, please summarise
the main issues raised.

To arrive at a minimum number there should be a thorough consideration all the

constraints that are relevant to a site such as No. 1 Pullen's Lane and a careful

assessment of the limitations such constraints may impose to arrive at a justified

minimum number

HHUG requests that the Inspectors revise Proposed Main Modification MM 110 SP

54: No 1 Pullen's Lane to state that:



“The minimum number of homes to be delivered is 3‘”
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